planning and procurement | factsheet #2

SUSTAINABLE PURCHASE
LIGHTING THE BALTIC SE A REGION

Making your procurements more
sustainable
Get an introduction to more sustainable public purchases and procurements on public
outdoor lighting, and the different terms and aspects you will meet.

Why ”go green”?
Cities account for 70% of global CO2 emissions today. As the pace of urbanisation only quickens, cities face immense challenges
relating to sustainable waste management, mobility, climate adaptation and energy. As their political, economical and
technological power grow, cities can harness this trend to act as leaders in the green transition and drivers of the green economy.
The public sector can in other words be a driver for the green transition if they use their demand for products and services to
request innovative and green solutions in purchases and procurements.
The main environmental impact in the public sector comes from the purchase of products and services, and therefore a more
sustainable policy on purchases and procurement can reduce the environmental impact and drive the market in a greener
direction.

Public purchase
There are three central terms used in the debate on green transition by using public sector purchases. Be aware that some
purchases have an economic dimension that requires a public procurement.

1

2

Sustainable purchase. Focus on products and solutions
taking both the economic, the environmental and the
social aspects into account in the whole lifecycle from
production, to use and disposal.
Sustainable purchase can contribute to almost all the
17 UN Sustainable Development Goals.1 Both in your
own country and in the countries where the production
takes place. For example, by addressing working
environment, labor rights and production methods.

3

Circular purchase. Focus on preserving the
resources of the products as long as possible
by using them several times. It is about closing
the resource cycles by reusing and recycling
and by maintaining and repairing products. In
lighting circular purchase could include that the
manufacturer takes back the luminaire when it
breaks down, and repair and reuse it in the same
municipality, or other business models that
secure to reuse the luminaire.

Green purchase. Focus on the environmental aspects
like energy consumption and use of raw materials. On
a green purchase you focus on the whole lifecycle from
production, to use and disposal

See next page for more information
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Sustainability:

National agencies typically provide guidelines and tools on how to proceed with new types of purchace and procurement to
support the work in municipalities. They can also be provided by international, national, or regional partnerships and initiatives. In
the transition to LED in public street lighting, there has been a relatively low impact on lighting quality, life cycle aspects and on
circular economy, and high focus on energy efficiency. These aspects can get more focus in sustainable purchase.2

How to get startet
 Learn from others.3
 Use existing tools and guides.4, 5, 6
Co-operate with the internal purchase team/department.
Secure the internal political and organisational support.
 Talk to the market - what can they deliver and what requirements are
reasonable.

References:
1 https://sdgs.un.org/goals
2 https://lightingmetropolis.com/publications-categories/lifecycle-sustainability/

4 The EU toolbox for green public purchase: https://ec.europa.eu/environment/
gpp/toolkit_en.htm

3 https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/case-studies/selling-light-as-aservice

5 The EU handbook “Buying green!”: https://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/pdf/
Buying-Green-Handbook-3rd-Edition.pdf
6 The EU “Circular Economy Action Plan”: https://ec.europa.eu/environment/
circular-economy/pdf/new_circular_economy_action_plan.pdf
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GREEN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
ON ROAD LIGHTING
LIGHTING THE BALTIC SE A REGION

EU Green Public Procurement (GPP)
guidelines on road lighting
Many countries have included first generation of EU GPP criteria for road lighting as part
of their guidelines. New technology and knowledge called for updated guidelines, that
municipalities can take into account when purchasing lighting solutions.

Towards more resource-efficiency
 U Green Public Procurement criteria for road lighting are not new – the first version was published in 2012. Updated GPP
E
criteria on road lighting was published in December 2018.
GPP is a voluntary instrument, but it has a key role to play in the EU’s efforts to become a more resource-efficient economy.
In 2018 new areas like glare got covered, and the fast increase in LED quality, efficiency, and lifetime expectancy as well as
dimming and management systems, required more ambitious criteria.
 he purpose of the EU GPP criteria is to have updated, clear, and ambitious environmental criteria, based on a lifecycle
T
approach and a scientific evidence base.

GPP for lighting
 Find the criteria here:
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/pdf/toolkit/181210_
EU_GPP_criteria_road_lighting.pdf

Photo: Peter Liljenberg

 he criteria is published in all EU languages. Follow the link
T
below in references - also to find guidance and technical
background.

In the “planning and procurement | factsheet #5” you will find
guidance on key aspects to achieve a good balance between
energy efficiency, environmental benefits and quality of light.

See next page for more information
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GREEN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
ON ROAD LIGHTING

Criteria for public lighting
The GPP criteria are divided into:
 Core criteria - these are designed for easy application
of GPP, focusing on the key area(s) of environmental
performance of a product and aimed at keeping
administrative costs for companies to a minimum.
 Comprehensive criteria - which take into account more
aspects or higher levels of environmental performance,
for use by any authorities that want to go further in
supporting environmental and innovation goals.
 or each criteria there are set standards for verification
F
and by including verification in the tender, the municipality
are better ensured to actually get what is promised as well
as having the possibility to adjust in the process.

Green Public Procurement
The technical specifications include:
	Luminaire efficacy, Dimming control
compatibility, Minimum dimming
performance, Annual Energy Consumption
Indicator (AECI), Metering, Power factor
	Ratio of Upward Light Output (RULO) and
obtrusive light, Annoyance, Ecological light
pollution and star visibility
	Provision of instructions, Waste recovery,
Product lifetime, spare parts and warranty,
Reparability, Ingress Protection (IP) rating,
Labelling of LED luminaires

Verification

Photo: Peter Liljenberg

 or each topic, the guidelines recommend a way to ensure
F
you get what is promised – make sure to include the
verification parameters.

Quality measurements can also be carried out on road level. DOLL Quality
Lab in Denmark has developed a universal roofrack with a range of sensors.
Mounted on a car it enables driving through stretches of roads or entire
cities, while making quality measurements of street lighting.

 andom testing is an important tool to include in the
R
tender. E.g., getting a number of luminaires tested in
an independent quality lab and getting verification of
luminaires against the manufacturer’s datasheet. Both
before entering the contract and on a random choice of
luminaires from each delivery. It can be included in the
procurement and carried out, and paid for, by the producer,
or it can be the owner using an independent laboratory.
Quality of LED, drivers etc. is not always the same as
specified when the full delivery of luminaires arrive therefore knowing there will be random testing makes it less
interesting to deliver another quality. It will add a little to the
cost in the short term, but not in the long term, where the
LED luminaires should last.

References:
1 The EU GPP criteria in all EU languages (search for road lighting and traffic signals): https://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/eu_gpp_criteria_en.htm.
2 The procurement practice guidance document: https://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/pdf/190125_Road_lighting_guidance.pdf
3 The EU GPP technical background report: https://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/pdf/tbr/190125_JRC115406_eugpp_road_lighting_technical_report.pdf
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GET STARTED WITH
GREEN PUBLIC PROCUREMENTS
LIGHTING THE BALTIC SE A REGION

How to get started
- Going Green in Public Procurement
Using the EU Green Public Procurement guidelines benefit the environment, the city
and the citizens. Before getting into the actual purchase or procurement, there is a
process of planning the renewal of the lighting system. This factsheet points at how
to get started.

Co-operation and building knowledge
 Yes, public procurement can be complicated but also a strong muscle to achieve
efficient solutions and change. Adding the “green” is a minor additional step.
 Involve the purchase or procurement specialist from the municipality – if you do
not have one, hire one externally. Knowing your lighting system inside out is not
enough.
 When involving a consultant, be sure to ask for reference projects, and to ask to
be involved in the process. It is not a matter of course that the consultant has the
newest and “state-of-the-art” experience and knowledge.
 Get inspiration from development projects, other municipalities, network etc.1

Holistic approach
In order to take home the full benefit from the renewal of city lighting consider to do the tender on a whole lighting
system instead of treating luminaires, management system and construction as separate deliveries.
 Use goals for your lighting system as criteria as well:
	On the bigger scale; increase safety, low energy use, protecting flora and fauna
	On the practical scale; circularity, quality of light, type of management, ownership of data, design, energy efficiency,
lighting profile, etc.
 Compromise and prioritise – energy efficiency, cost, quality, maintenance etc. For example, the lowest energy
consuming luminaires may have visible LED-panels and a risk of glare.
 Many of the GPP criteria are technical demands – the city can have the lighting company or the consultant to suggest
the criteria. It is always good with an explanation/visual examples on what the result will be for the lighting in the city.
 By going for the core criteria on the energy parameters you will match around 50% of the market, and with the
comprehensive criteria around 25% of the market.

See next page for more information
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GOING GREEN IN
PUBLIC PROCUREMENTS

How to get startet
Before going into the criteria in the Green Public Procurement on road lighting there are some steps to consider.

First step
1 EUR

10 EUR

100 EUR

1,000 EUR

10,000 EUR

Planning

Design

Construction

Maintenance

Operation

 Use the necessary time to prepare and plan. The
invested time and money will most likely pays off with
a better and more sustainable solution. Be aware that a
higher investment cost can give the best “Total cost of
Ownership”.
 Know your current installation (age, type, lighting profile,
optics, co-ordinates, luminaires, management, lampposts,
installation, cabling, turn lockers etc.) .
 Compare the existing technical performance and cost
factors with products available on the market.

Second step
 There will most likely be indications on major savings in energy costs and maintenance costs, but which solutions is the best
over a lifetime, considering not only the saved energy.
 In the phase of analysing the needs, and looking into a large investment as well as different lifetime on different alternatives,
please take a look, at the LUCIA tool to do a lifecycle estimate.2
 E xamples on different renewal types you need to decide on. Do you need a new installation, retrofit and redesign of an
installation, simple retrofit of an installation, retrofit of controls only, or like-for-like relamping.
 The possibility of getting the right lighting quality and dimming possibilities should be considered before choosing the renewal
type. The main purpose of the renewal should also be revisited.

Third step
 What kind of tender and contract are you preparing and is there a need for prior innovation before tendering (see planning and
procurement factsheet #1)?
 Be aware that by using the lowest price as award criteria in the procurement process, you will most likely not get the best
solution seen from an environmental and lifecycle perspective.
 What kind of lighting improvements do you want to achieve – e.g. the trade-off between blue light, colour rendering and
ecological health effects?
 The bigger the change and investment the more relevant to look into the EU GPP criterias. Make sure to compare with national
regulations and recommendations – be more ambitious but don’t compromise on legislation.
References:
1 https://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/pdf/GPP_Good_Practices_Brochure.pdf
and https://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/case_group_en.htm
2 LUCIA economic assessment tool: https://www.lucia-project.eu/resources-foryou/

3 Utomhusbelysning –> LCC kalkyl: https://beta.upphandlingsmyndigheten.
se/om-hallbar-upphandling/ekonomiskt-hallbar-upphandling/lcc-forlangsiktigt-hallbara-inkop/lcc-verktyg/
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KEY CRITERIAS IN
GREEN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
LIGHTING THE BALTIC SE A REGION

Key criteria for a green lighting system
Include the key elements described here, as a minimum, to achieve quality of light and
savings on energy and maintenance – and at the same time reducing the environmental
impact of outdoor lighting.

Increase environmental impact

Read more in related
LUCIA fact sheets

Reduce the energy use for outdoor lighting
Ask for efficacy of luminaire above the minimum available on the market, and look
at the energy efficiency of the whole lighting solution.
Preserve the dark sky
 Ask for dimming and avoid upward light.
Reduce the damage on nocturnal species and biodiversity
 Ask for colour temperature with limits of blue light, and ask for dimming.
Ensure long lifetime for the lighting solutions
 Ask for warranty, possibility to repair, and quality of all elements in the lighting solution.

Energy use
The first criteria is to look at
the efficacy of the luminaire

The value of efficacy is the core criteria in GPP.
Due to development of the technology the
value is higher in 2022 than in 2021.

Here the luminaire efficacy should be higher than:
YEAR OF TENDERING

EFFICACY, lm/W

2021

137

2022

157

In general it is important to demand energy
efficiency for the full lighting system, and
not only the luminaires. Energy use depends
on both the luminaire efficacy, the colour
temperature and the lighting management
system.

See next page for more information
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Related fact sheets:
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KEY CRITERIAS IN
GREEN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

Colour temperature and colour rendering
The combination of colour temperature and colour rendering is important for the quality of light, the ability to identify
people and the surroundings, and for not spending more energy than necessary.
Colour temperature:
 Roads in urban areas and public spaces:
3.000 K.
 Roads in rural areas (if lighting at all) and
roadtunnels: 4.000 K.
 Roads in rural areas with protection:
3.000 K.
 Bike and pedestrian paths in both urban
and rural areas: 3.000 K.
Colour rendering:
 Ra = 70
Colour rendering outdoor will then be
sufficient for good lighting. Higher Ra will
cause increase in cost and decrease in
energy efficiency without significant effect.

Dimming and management
system
The full impact of LED lighting comes from dimming and
an intelligent management system in order to reduce
light levels, when there is no need for light.
Save an extra 25-40% on top of the LED luminaire
efficacy by dimming.
Dimming
100%

Durability
The weakest point in the LED luminaire is not the LEDs
(diodes) and panels, but the LED driver. Therefore it can
increase costs if the warranty period is longer than the
spare parts will last. Some LED panels are predicted to run
for 100.000 hours, but LED has not been on the market for
long enough to run the maximum hours yet. Some producers
are offering 10 years of warranty today, but it can make the
luminaire too expensive to go that high.
Ask for 7 years and include an agreement on the change of
spare parts that causes abrupt failure.

75%

50%

25%

0%

14:00 16:00 18:00 20:00 22:00 00:00 02:00 04:00 06:00 08:00 10:00 12:00

The programmed dimming profile in the management system
ensure both safety, energy savings and protection of nature
(luminaires are on, but not with more light than necessary).
References:
1 http://www.premiumlightpro.eu
2 EU GPP guidelines: https://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/pdf/toolkit/181210_
EU_GPP_criteria_road_lighting.pdf

3 https://lightingmetropolis.com/dk/vejledninger-af-udendorsbelysning/ (danish
and swedish)
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PPI CONTRACT
LIGHTING THE BALTIC SE A REGION

Private and public sectors as equal
development partners
What if the private and public sectors were equal development partners and jointly explored new
technical solutions or value propositions? The Public Private Innovation (PPI) model allows for a nonbinding, agile and mutual development agreement between a contracting party and suppliers.

Public Private Innovation Contract
In today’s complex world, public and private sectors can benefit from collaboration and a better understanding of the
market and each other ahead of procurement. But “early” innovation work between companies and public actors may cause
disability and disqualification of the private company in future procurements. A well-designed collaboration contract - a
so called PPI contract1 - can be implemented without posing difficulties in terms of procurement rules and state aid, or risk
disqualification.
PPI in lighting could e.g. be development of new drivers2 or development of an app for homeowners to control lighting on
their residential road.

Why use a PPI contract?
When a market dialogue, e.g. meetings, 1:1, workshops, etc. is not enough
to make a qualified procurement.
When we want to develop, test and prototype in order to understand the
actual needs for a tendered product, solution or service.
When we want to combine the expertise of public and private professionals
to explore new solutions in a joint process.

Aim of the PPI contract
A PPI contract is a non-binding, agile, and mutual development agreement between
public and private stakeholders.
A PPI contract is not a procurement method.
The aim of Public Private Innovation is for the public sector to take part in, and have
a more active role, in innovation of new solutions and products based on public sector
needs. Especially in areas where procurement is a clearly defined need, but the market
is premature. PPI can also benefit the process for start-ups to enter the market.
PPI contracts provide the possibility to explore solutions and be more prepared in future
procurements.

PUBLIC
SECTOR CHALLENGES

PPI
CONTRACT
MARKET
POTENTIAL

After identifying your public sector need and market availability of solutions, a PPI
contract can be used as an “extended marked dialogue” , including possibility of
prototyping and developing function criteria in future procurement areas.
See next page for more information
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PPI CONTRACT

PPI process

IDENTIFY NEEDS

MARKET DIALOGUE

PPI

PROCUREMENT

NEGOTIATION

INNOVATION

CONCLUSION

Develop and finalise a PPI
contract between public and
private stakeholders. Define
development goals, duration,
form of collaboration, financing,
and more.

Develop and prototype in
co-creation.

End with an evaluation.
Consider if the project meets
its goals from all partners’
perspective.

Adjust the plan to maintain
the driving force towards
implementation.

Rules to respect
State aid is regulated in the contract as well as intellectual property rights
(ownership of results).
One of the main purposes of the contract is to avoid conflict of interest
and risk of disqualification in future procurements. Therefore, the contract
regulates dissemination of results. Main results must be public in the
following tender.
PPI contracts rest on a principle of low or no payment transfers to companies.
Instead the basis for collaboration is a joint development need and willingness
to look beyond existing marked boundaries and into the future.

	During the last ten years, a
model has been developed
in Denmark that allows for
non-binding, agile, mutual
development agreement
between a contracting party
and one or more suppliers.
Universities have also been
taking part. A template
is available in Danish and
Swedish.1

References:
1 https://www.gate21.dk/cleantech-tipp/vaerktoejer/

2 https://lightingmetropolis.com/projects_post/flicker-free-led-driver/

